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The author's biography and the questions that follow are designed to improve the reading and discussion of his group of Cormac McCarthy's The Crossing. We hope they will provide you with new ways to look and talk about the latest novel by a writer who has been compared to Melville, Hemingway and
Faulkner. The Crossing is the second volume of the Border Trilogy that began with All the Pretty Horses. Like that previous novel, The Crossing is also set in New Mexico and Mexico. The time period is somewhat earlier, between 1940 and 1944. The background, however, is the Mexican Revolution at
the beginning of the century, whose campaigns and atrocities have become almost legendary events. The day Billy Parham leaves his father's house to catch a wolf he has been praying about the boys, he crosses from the moment we measure with calendars in an older and more incommensurable
dream time - and in a world where the only order is what death has put there [p. 45]. In fact, on several occasions, Billy himself is not even aware of the month of the year. McCarthy's achievement in The Crossing has been to make this timeless world in all its wildness and beauty. In doing so, he lays bare
the mythical skeleton of the American West, telling a story of a ruined search for a dubious grail, undertaken by a hero who only guesses with daring what he seeks and is cruelly undermined by the things he finds. 1. What is the importance of the title of the book? 2. Discuss the meaning of observation:
The world was new every day to God so he did it daily. However, it contained within it all evils as before [p. 278]. How do these words apply to the action of the novel? 3. At the beginning of the book Boyd Parham is struck by the sight of his reflection in the eyes of an Indian who asks them to eat. What he
sees is not so much himself as a cognate child... in another world where the red sun sank eternally [p. 6]. What topics suggest this moment of reflection and self-estrangement?4. How would you characterize Billy's relationship with Boyd? Why does he come back to Mexico to find out what happened to
his brother? What else are you looking for? 5. Who do you think the Parhams murdered? Why didn't Boyd try to escape when he got the chance? 6. The people of La Travessia are characterized by a kind of psychological opacity. Since we rarely know his direct thoughts, we must infer his motives for his
words and actions, which often seem cryptic or irrational. How do we get to know these characters? What vision of human nature suggests its opacity? 7. What role do animals play in this book? Why, for example, does Billy bear so much danger and difficulty for the sake of a wolf? Does any of the
characters you know in Mexico share their feelings about animals? 8. The Crossing is a book of dreams and auguries. At the beginning of the novel Boyd has the dream of burning in a dry lake [p. 35]; Billy dreams of seeing his father wandering lost in the desert and swallowed up darkness [p. 112]. Later
on his journey, Billy is taken by the Indians, the eldest of whom calls him huerfano–orphan [p. 134]–thus foreseeing the murder of his parents. What is the role of portents –both accurate and inaccurate– in this book?9. The Crossing is a tale of three trips. The book is also divided into four sections. Why do
you think McCarthy has divided The Crossing in this asymmetrical way? Do you use a similar structure elsewhere in this book? Is its global structure similar to that of All Beautiful Horses?10. What role does hospitality play in this book? Is there any relationship between the novel's hospitality scenes and
its moments of violence? 11. Is the crossing a violent book? Why do you think the author has chosen to explain some of the worst cases of bloodshed (the massacre of the opera company mule, the blinding of the rebel soldier) secondhand? At a time when graphic and gratuitous descriptions of chaos are
standard in a very popular fiction for the purposes of simple commotion and qualification, has McCarthy managed to restore to violence his old qualities of grief and terror? How did he get it?12. What things does Billy lose in the course of this novel? Which of these losses is voluntary? 13. The Crossing is
a book about human beings and their relationship with God and, in particular, about their attempt to decipher divine justice. McCarthy explores this subject with Dostoevsky eloquence in Billy's conversations with the sexton of a ruined church [p. 140-59] and a blind veteran of the Revolution [pp. 274-93].
What kind of God have these men come to understand? Is this God the same as Billy and Boyd are? 14. How does The Crossing resemble classic myths and fairy tales? How do Billy and Boyd Parham compare to the figures Joseph Campbell describes in The Hero with a Thousand Faces? About this
author Cormac McCarthy was born in Rhode Island in 1933 and spent most of his childhood near Knoxville, Tennessee. He served in the U.S. Air Force and later studied at the University of Tennessee. In 1976 he moved to El Paso, Texas, where he lives today. McCarthy's fiction parallels his movement
from the Southeast to the West –the first four novels set in Tennessee, the last three in the Southwest and Mexico. The Orchard Keeper (1965) won the Faulkner Prize for a first novel; He was followed by Outer Dark (1968), Child of God (1973), Suttree (1979), Blood Meridian (1985), and All the Pretty
Horses, which won the National Book Critics Circle Award and the National Book Award for fiction in 1992. The Crossing is McCarthy's seventh novel and the second in his Border Trilogy. Cities of the Plain, his latest novel and the final volume of the Border Trilogy, will be published in June 1998.McCarthy
is also the recipient of a scholarship MacArthur Foundation, among other scholarships. Learn More About The Crossing The Crossing (1994) is Cormac McCarthy's best achievement, but read less than his other blockbusters. It is the average novel of The Border Trilogy, which also comprises all the
horses and beautiful cities of the plain. The following is an assessment of one of the best novels of modern times. By Shane Creevy. Cormac McCarthy rarely appears for interviews. The reflections on his own work remain somewhat mysterious. Therefore, when he appears for a public appearance, his
words are often rigorously examined by McCarthy scholars. There have been no more instructive advice from the reclusive American than the following: The ugly fact is that the books are made of books. The novel depends on his life of the novels that have been written. David Holloway has suggested
that McCarthy's work is a form of late modernism. Modernism, according to Irving Howe, sees doubt as a form of health. McCarthy's doubt, recorded in his consideration of subjectivity and questioning of objective truth, places him within this movement. McCarthy encounters the fundamental modern
problem of whether it is possible to know the world through language. Her answer is a resounding Yes, á la Penelope Bloom, in her reverence for telling stories through narrative. McCarthy hopes his readers will respect and understand stories from the past. This is not myopic conservatism, but a
willingness to talk with background. Whether fiction, historical, true or false, the stories ultimately make sense of The Border Trilogy, particularly for the protagonist of The Crossing, Billy Parham, who seized the form of a story. Everywhere Billy goes he meets people who want to tell him stories. Very often
the reality of these stories can be doubted. For example, in the story of the blind man, Billy is told that he lost his sight like this: The German then did something very strange. He smiled and licked the man's spiel over his mouth. He was a very big man with huge hands and came and grabbed the young
captive's head in both hands and leaned over as if to kiss him. But it wasn't a kiss. He grabbed it by the face and may well have looked at the others who leaned in to kiss him on each cheek perhaps in the military mode of the French, but what he did instead with a large caving of his cheeks was to suck
each one in turn the eyes of the man in his head and spit them back and leave them hanging by his wet and weird laces and shaking The reader is involved here in matters of faith. Surely Billy suspends belief in this swollen part of the story. It's pretty amazing that one's eyes could be sucked out of the
plugs in such a strange way. Billy (and the reader) may well doubt the veracity of this claim, but, in any case, it is impossible for Billy (or the reader) to reject this story. This question belief in narrative– is a central concern of The Crossing. Another important encounter takes place when Billy and his brother
Boyd stumble and see the performance of an itinerant opera company. The next day the Cowboys go through the same company they're stuck on the road. Billy, written by the actress, begins a conversation with her about the world of fiction. Learn the secret truth: that in this world the mask is what is true.
This scene underlines the self-reflection of the trilogy and raises the centrality of the narrative in everyday life. Seeing the naked primadonna bath by a lake, Billy saw that the world that had always been in front of him everywhere had been watched from his sight. Billy is admitted by the actress, not by the
woman. Although she is embellished without costumes, she remains fictional for him. He still sees her as 'the primadonna'. In fact, the reader never learns her real name or any other way to talk about it. The dichotomy between the truth of the real world against the fiction of the actor's world is reversed.
Billy considers the mask of theatre superior to the naked truth of the woman. This is a sexual awakening for Billy, although he first sees the primadonna as a lascive silhouette; it's just a shadow you see initially. He later sees her as a character in an opera and falls even more in love. When you see the



real person bathing naked his vision is almost spiritual; it certainly isn't based on facts. Hair under the belly is an indelicacy. Perceive this small imperfection as rude, thick, un refined. He decides to ignore this, focusing instead on the water that covers his long hair, his breasts and his white skin. Billy has
been seduced by the actress as an actress, not the real woman with her hair in amazing places. On the contrary, the real world becomes a fiction. Even the faces of young boys who watch the opera are like rows of theatrical masks. Billy decides to believe fiction, just as all readers must temporarily
suspend belief. Billy thinks his life has been changed by this awakening. In the new sunrise, the first thing you see after the naked primate are the shadows of the workers. It has blinded ed to the reality of the workers themselves. Instead, they are like figures in some agrarian drama. The entanglement of
truth and fiction is reinforced in Billy's conversation with the primate that shows an impressive knowledge of the world, but none of the work in which he acts. This continues when the actor who plays the villain of the opera becomes the villain of the traveling company, drunkenly killing a mule. The
boundary between art and reality is blurred. Both fiction and truth produce a form of narrative. Ultimately, this is the opinion of the priest whom Billy knows. His comment that everything he is saying marks the importance of narrative in The Border Trilogy. For the priest, this world... that seems to us
something of stone and flower and blood is not a thing at all, but it is a story. And everything in it is a story and every story of all minor stories and yet these are also selfsame tale and also contain everything else within them. Belief, necessarily subjective, is crucial in the appreciation of the three dominant
narratives: religion, history and fiction. Despite the individual failures of these three, McCarthy seems to be arguing, the belief in the narrative vindicates them. This supplants history in its traditional superiority over fiction. The story supposedly conveys an objective truth to which fiction can never aspire.
McCarthy is undermining this thesis in his own respect here for both history and fiction, and, it should also be noted, religion: the priest who believes in God, the reader who believes in his history, the historian who believes in history; all these believers are connected by their decision to trust a narrative. All
these believers are represented in The Crossing. As blind man Billy says, there can be no deception of these things for the real thing. At best they are just crawling from where the real thing has been. Maybe they're not even. Perhaps they are nothing more than obstacles to being negotiated in the last
worldview. Maximum selflessness affects all those who believe. The believer may be blinded to the veracity of his narrative –history or fiction or religion–, but nevertheless he experiences this narrative through language. The reality of linguistic structures because language is the intermediary between the
world and our experience of the world. Perhaps a higher truth is found through communication that truth affirms that emanates from history and religion. The Crossing elevates the narrative beyond the objective truth of the story or the mythical status of religion. For the priest, the only constant in human
affairs is history. Something similar is also the case of the blind man who finds himself through telling his story that Ultimately, what I came to see was more lasting. More true. It doesn't matter if we're blind to sight or disbelief because the ultimate truth of the world can only be revealed through language
and narrative. The fact that the priest and the blind tell such compelling stories vindicates their point. McCarthy is actively considering the strength of fiction that lies in his ability to communicate timeless truths that are found in human hearts. As the priest tells Billy, all tales are one. Rightly, all tales are
one. of one.
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